Why Manufacturers Use IPC Standards?

Electronics are at the heart of millions of products, from aerospace and defense, to automotive, information technology, telecom, manufacturing, retail, healthcare, and more. Our lives depend on electronics in everything we do.

How do you know those electronics are manufactured with high-reliability, superior quality, and consistency?

IPC Standards Help Build Electronics Better

**Consistency**

92% of organizations agreed with the following statement:

“Because we use IPC standards our customers believe we can consistently deliver quality built assemblies/products.”

**Superior Quality**

87% of Quality Departments within Manufacturing organizations are using IPC standards.

**High-Reliability**

IPC standards are benchmark guidelines to achieving the best reliable products for electronics assembly.

— Manufacturing Director, Global 500 Electronics Company

**Operational Benefit**

Top Three Benefits of using IPC Standards

What benefits has your company experienced by using IPC standards?

- Improved customer satisfaction: 71%
- Improved production efficiencies: 56%
- Improved workforce performance: 56%

IPC Standards Drive Quality and Reliability

![Graph showing percentage improvements in quality, reliability, competitiveness, supply chain risks mitigated, and supply chain costs reduced.]

IPC Standards for Every Stage of Production

IPC provides standards from the idea stage to the finished assembled product helping to build electronics better. For more information about specific standards, please visit [www.ipc.org/onlinestore](http://www.ipc.org/onlinestore).
Make Your Commitment to Use IPC Standards

By using IPC standards, you too can be recognized for achieving superior quality, high-reliability and consistency in manufacturing electronic products used in our everyday lives.

We Believe in Using IPC Standards

How long has your company been using IPC standards?

- More than 20 years: 51%
- 11-15 years: 18%
- 16-20 years: 15%
- 6-10 years: 14%

Source: TechValidate survey of 79 users of IPC. Sample comprised of Fortune 500, Global 500, and Large Enterprise Manufacturing organizations.
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